The paper presents so called decorating cutting focused on turning. It uses self-excited vibrations that are typical for turning and other types of cutting operations. The decorating turning do not utilize setting of unstable technological conditions of cutting process but it actively use the acting of cutting force on machine tool without generation of unwanted chatter vibrations. The special tool fixture was developed to utilize self-excited vibrations invoked by periodical changeability of cutting force by cutting process itself. Thus the typical texture of surface appears. The various macro/micro-textures of surfaces can be applied either for decorating purpose or for better holding of oil film.
INTRODUCTION
Many researchers try to avoid or control chatter vibrations by passive or active members. In generally, the research focused to develop chatter-free method for determination of appropriate cutting conditions and chatter and stability prediction. Self-excited vibrations are generally classified into primary chatter and secondary chatter. Primary chatter is caused by friction between tool -workpiece, thermo-mechanical effects or by mode coupling. Secondary chatter is caused by the regeneration of wavy surface on the workpiece [10, 11, 12] .
The chatter research before 1990 focused mainly on cutting process including parameters like speed, feed and depth of cut in the dynamic models of the turning process. These models were unable to represent the true nature of machine tool dynamics the prediction accuracy was low.
The last few decades, other new parameters like process damping, tool wear, tool geometry, stiffness of machine components, compliance between tool and workpiece have been incorporated in the dynamic models of machine tool. These new dynamic models are very close to the real dynamic nature of the machine tool system and proved to be more accurate in predictting the stability/instability of the turning process. [9] Moreover, the faculty projects have researched dynamic effects in milling and drilling [7, 8] in last four years and focused on elimination of chatter and the influence on geometric and dimensional accuracy and the increase of temperature in case of machining the difficult to machine materials.
Presented paper provides new approach to obtain the macro/micro-texture of machined surface. The method of decorating cutting utilizes periodically varying cutting force that invokes the self-exciting vibrations to create textured surface without chatter of machine tool. [1, 4, 5] .
DYNAMIC SYSTEM OF MACHINE TOOL
A rheological mathematical model considering single degree of freedom (SDoF) orthogonal turning process is shown in Fig. 1 .
The machine tool system can be described according [2, 3, 6] and regarding schema in Fig. 2 by following equation:
where MMTS, CMTS, KMTS is matrix of mass, damping, stiffness of machine tool system (MTS), dFf is matrix of incremental of feed force component and x(t) is tool displacement relative to workpiece (parallel to feed direction). The incremental feed force can be expressed in following form:
where KCP is stiffness of cutting process, x(t-T) is tool displacement relative to workpiece in present and previous revolution of workpiece, CCP is damping of cutting process and T is period of workpiece revolution. Stiffness and damping of cutting process are proportionally depending on depth of cut. Substituting /2/ into /1/ the following equation is obtained:
and stiffness of dynamic system of machine tool (DSMT). The properties of DSMT are defined by properties of the MTS and the incremental feed force dFf. If we assume a sinusoidal shape of vibration solving the equation /3/, the amplitude amplification coefficient λ is obtained in form:
where Xt, XT is amplitude of vibration in present and previous revolution of workpiece, ω is frequency of vibration, ωo is natural frequency of DSMT and ξ is damping ratio of DSMT. Naturally, in case 1   the amplitude of vibration increases and system is unstable. 
Figure 2 Schema of dynamic system of machine tool

TOOL FIXTURE DESIGN
Stability of DSMT is achieved by permanent repeated torsion displacement of eccentric fixed cutting tool (Fig.  4) . The source of oscillations is force of cutting resistance with point of action situated eccentric from axis rolling bearings. During cutting, the force of cutting resistance Fc' is not constant due to non-homogeneous material structure for example different hardness of ferrite and pearlite of steel 
TOOL FIXTURE APPLIOCATION AND RESULTS
The designed fixture was applied to lathe SU400. The application of specific fixture introduces another practical effect. It is reliable chip forming. Fig. 9 provides chips that are typical for turning with oscillating tool.
CONCLUSION
The presented paper shows a new approach to turning that in case of controlled oscillation the special decorating surfaces can be created. In generally, the tool oscillation in turning is recognized as negative effect of machining. Setting the fixture and cutting conditions, the various profiles and decorating can be created. Such surfaces are useful for better holding of oil film or it can be used for manufacturing of decorative purpose.
The preliminary experimental tests shows that tool lifetime of oscillating tool is longer comparing with static fixture. It is possible to explain that tool "finds the path" among workpiece grains. The passing through the harder grains, the larger tool declination appears and thus the larger face angle causes lower force of cutting resistance. The mentioned fact requires other experimental research.
